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Nonequilibrium structure and rheology of concentrated colloidal
suspensions: Linear response

Grzegorz Szamela)

Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

~Received 11 October 2000; accepted 26 February 2001!

We propose a simple theory for the pair distribution function of a sheared colloidal suspension. The
starting point is an exact equation for the stationary state pair distribution. We assume that in a shear
flow the higher order distributions can be expressed through the pair distribution in the same way
as in an equilibrium state. To get explicit results we use a simple decoupling approximation for the
higher order equilibrium correlations. For moderate volume fractions our theory predicts low-shear
viscosity that agrees well with Brownian Dynamics simulations results. Low-shear distortion of the
pair structure is underestimated by the theory but its shape agrees qualitatively with the simulations.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1366335#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known since the pioneering work of Cla
and Ackerson1 that the microstructure of concentrated collo
dal suspensions can be easily influenced by flow. Th
study, and a number of very interesting experimental2–5 and
simulational6–8 investigations that followed it, stimulate
theoretical9–16 efforts aimed at understanding and predicti
the nonequilibrium structure of suspensions. It should
mentioned here that the microstructure, while itself intere
ing from a fundamental standpoint, is also of practical i
portance: it determines a host of macroscopic rheolog
properties such as viscosity, normal stress difference, et

In spite of a number of theoretical approaches the mic
structure~and rheology! of flowing suspensions is still no
fully understood. The most glaring gap that has been rec
nized as one of the major challenges in this field,17 is the
following: essentially all theories for the microstructure
sheared colloidal suspensions predict that there is no ch
of the structure factor~or the pair correlation function! in the
plane perpendicular to the shear flow. In contra
experiments3,5 and Brownian Dynamics~BD! simulations6,8

find a nonzero distortion of the microstructure in this plan
The distortion in the plane perpendicular to the flow is ne
ligible for small shear rates~indeed, it must vanish in the
linear response regime! but it can be quite large for large
shear rates. It can be considered a precursor to a
controversial flow-induced nonequilibrium phase transit
to an ordered state in which colloidal particles form laye
parallel to the flow.7,8

It can be argued that in order to understand these c
plicated high-shear phenomena one should start wit
simple yet reasonably accurate theory for low shear ra
i.e., the linear response regime. Such a theory could the
generalized to deal with a much more complicated prob
of higher shear rates. It should be emphasized at this p
that while it is possible to write down a formal expression
the distortion of the pair correlation function in the line

a!Electronic mail: szamel@lamar.colostate.edu
8700021-9606/2001/114(19)/8708/10/$18.00
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response regime, an explicit calculation of this expressio
impossible: one has to resort to approximations. More imp
tantly, the formal linear response expression cannot be ea
generalized to include high-shear effects.

Recently a new theory for the microstructure of shea
colloidal suspensions has been proposed by Lionberger
Russel~LR!.16 Predictions of this theory for the low-shea
viscosity have been compared with available simulatio
The theory has been found to be accurate up to the sus
sion volume fractionf'0.4. Predictions of the LR theory
for the microstructure have not been compared with simu
tions ~there were no systematic studies of the microstruct
in the linear response regime!.

Here we propose a simpler theory for the nonequilibriu
structure and rheology of shearing colloidal suspensions.
theory is compared with results of our BD simulations.
predictions for the low-shear viscosity are accurate for m
erate volume fractions,f<0.43. The microstructure is re
produced qualitatively.

Our theory, as well as the LR theory, neglects hydrod
namic interactions. It can be argued that including these
teractions is not crucial since the same qualitative results
observed in experiments and in BD simulations that also
not include hydrodynamic interactions. More important
our theory can be used to describe suspensions of cha
colloidal particles. In these suspensions, hydrodynamic in
actions are known to be qualitatively unimportant. Final
our theory can serve as a basis for a comprehensive theo
colloidal systems that includes hydrodynamic interactio
For example, it can be used as a starting point for an
proach that incorporates these interactions through the
caling of the diffusion time scale.18

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
the problem. In Secs. III and IV we formulate the two ma
approximations of our theory, a closure and a decoupl
approximation, respectively. In Sec. V we present the pred
tions of the theory and compare them with results of the
simulations, and with other theoretical approaches. Some
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tailed calculations and a brief description of the BD simu
tions are presented in the Appendices.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We consider a suspension of particles interacting vi
hard-sphere potential, with no hydrodynamic interactio
Such a model suspension can reasonably be used as a
approximation for a charge-stabilized colloidal system. T
effective particle diameter should then be set equal to
particle separation at which the interaction energy is of
order of kBT. In this work, in order to make this mappin
more quantitative, we resort to matching equilibrium stru
ture factors as described in Appendix C.

The suspension undergoes a steady shear flow of
form

v~r !5gyêx , ~1!

where g is the shear rate andêx is the unit vector in the
x-direction. The suspension is statistically uniform wi
mean number densityn. The particle volume fraction is de
noted byf5nps3/6, wheres is the particle diameter. In
addition to the convective drift, suspended particles perfo
Brownian motion, with the diffusion constant of an isolat
particleD0. The magnitude of the influence of the shear flo
on the structure of the suspension is characterized by
dimensionless shear rateg* 5gs2/D0. Note that the Pecle
number, Pe, is proportional tog* , Pe5ga2/D05g* /4. Here
a is the colloidal particle radius.

On a time scale large compared to the relaxation time
the Brownian component of the colloidal particle veloc
the state of the suspension can be described by theN-particle
probability distribution PN(R1 , . . . ,RN ;t).19 Here Ri de-
notes the position of particlei. The time evolution is then
given by the Smoluchowski equation which, for the pres
case of a sheared suspension, includes a convective ter

]

]t
PN~R1 ,..,RN ;t !

5H VS2(
i 51

N
]

]Ri

•v~Ri !J PN~R1 , . . . ,RN ;t !. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, VS is theN-particle Smoluchowski operator,

VS52D0(
i 51

N
]

]Ri

•H 2
]

]Ri

1b(
iÞ j

N

F~Ri j !J . ~3!

Here F(Ri j ) is the force between particlesi and j, and b
51/kBT. In this work we consider hard-sphere suspensio
Thus, the interaction is singular and a no-flux boundary c
dition has to be imposed whenever two particles are tou
ing,

]

]Ri j

PN~R1 , . . . ,RN ;t !50, wheneverRi j 5s1. ~4!

However, it has been shown by Cichocki20 that the evolution
equation~2! still can be used for the hard-sphere suspens
if we take
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bF~Ri j !5R̂i j d~Ri j 2s!, ~5!

whereR̂5R/R. The boundary condition~4! is then incorpo-
rated into the evolution equation and need not be conside
explicitly. To emphasize the fact that the general appro
presented in this paper is in principle valid for arbitrary i
teractions we will keep the forceF in all equations and only
in explicit calculations will we use relation~5!.

We are interested in the two-body~reduced! distribution
in a stationary~time-independent! nonequilibrium state,

n2~r1 ,r2 ;g!5n2g2~r12;g!

5K (
iÞ j

N

d~r12Ri !d~r22Rj !L
g

5N~N21!E dR3¯ dRNPN

3~r1 ,r2 ,R3 , . . . ,RN ;g!. ~6!

Here PN(R1 , . . . ,RN ;g) denotes the stationary, flow
dependent solution of the Smoluchowski equation~2!. The
argumentg in PN and n2 emphasizes their dependence
the shear rate.

The reduced distributionn2 satisfies the following equa
tion that can be easily derived from Eq.~2!:

2
]

]r1

•H v~r1!2D0

]

]r1

1D0bF~r12!J n2~r1 ,r2 ;g!

2
]

]r2

•H v~r2!2D0

]

]r2

2D0bF~r12!J n2~r1 ,r2 ;g!

~7!

2
]

]r1

•D0E dr3 bF~r13!n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ;g!

2
]

]r2

•D0E dr3 bF~r23!n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ;g!50.

Equation~7! is not closed: in order to calculate the pa
distribution we need to know the three-body reduced dis
bution n3. Thus a closure approximation is needed th
would allow us to expressn3 in terms ofn2.

III. CLOSURE APPROXIMATION

The closure approximation adopted in this work is sim
lar to the one used before to describe self-diffusion and c
lective diffusion in colloidal suspensions.21 That closure was
inspired by the Resibois and Lebowitz approach to the lin
kinetic theory of hard spheres22 and other investigations23,24

that followed their 1973 paper.
The basic idea of this closure is also the starting poin

the LR theory. The difference between the latter theory a
our approach is that LR combined the general idea of R
bois and Lebowitz with a nonequilibrium version of an int
gral equation theory~both HNC-type and PY-type approxi
mations were tested!. In contrast, we use the same idea b
we resort to a simple decoupling approximation. The res
ing theory is simpler to implement numerically.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The idea is as follows: first let us assume that there
ists a~fictitious! two-body external potential,V2(g), that, if
used in an equilibrium calculation, reproduces the shear-r
dependent pair distributionn2(g),

n2~r1 ,r2 ;g!5n2~r1 ,r2uV2!. ~8!

Since the sheared suspension is macroscopically unifo
this fictitious potential should not change the one-parti
distribution. It should be remembered that the fictitious p
tential depends on the shear rate. Note that, by definition

n2~r1 ,r2uV250!5n2
eq~r 12!5n2g2

eq~r 12!. ~9!

The steady state, being a nonequilibrium state, is int
sically different from the equilibrium one. Therefore, if th
fictitious potentialV2(g) is used in the equilibrium calcula
tion of the three-body distribution, it does not reproduce th
exact shear-dependent distributionn3(g). There is a part of
n3(g) that is missing. This part is hereafter referred to
irreducible three-body correlationsn3

irr(g),

n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ;g!5n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3uV2!1n3
irr~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ;g!.

~10!

The closure approximation adopted in this work cons
in neglecting the irreducible three-body correlations:

n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ;g!'n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3uV2!

5n3„r1 ,r2 ,r3un2~g!…. ~11!

The second equality above emphasizes that since the
tious potential is determined by the two-body distributi
n2(g) through Eq.~8!, approximation~11! expresses implic-
ir
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do
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a
p
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itly n3 in terms ofn2 and therefore closes Eq.~7!. Note that
this closure effectively assumes that the three-body distr
tion can be expressed in terms of the~nonequilibrium! two-
body distribution in the same way as in an equilibrium sta

In the final step, the right-hand-side~rhs! of ~11! is lin-
earized with respect to the change of the pair distribution

n3„r1 ,r2 ,r3un2~g!…5n3
eq~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

1S dn3

dn2
D

n1

~n2~g!2n2
eq!. ~12!

The derivative on the rhs is understood as a functional
rivative taken at constant one-particle density~all necessary
integrations are implied; the detailed formulas are given
Appendix A!.

The linearization~12! is of course justified in the linea
response~low-shear! regime considered in this work. W
eventually intend to use~12! also for higher shear rates. I
this case the linearization should be treated as an additi
approximation.

The functional derivative in Eq.~12! can be expressed in
terms of equilibrium many-body distributions. In general d
tributions up ton5

eq will be involved. However, one should
note that in Eq.~7! we will use the functional derivative
multiplied by the two-particle force and integrated. It tur
out that this results in a much simpler expression that
volves only distributions up ton3

eq. The detailed calculations
are presented in Appendix A. Here we give only the fin
closed equation for the pair distributionn2(g):
2H ]

]r1

•v~r1!1
]

]r2

•v~r2!J n2~r12;g!1D0

]

]r1
E dr3$n2

eq~r 12!d~r23!1n3
eq~r1 ,r2 ,r3!2n3g2

eq~r 12!g2
eq~r 13!%

•

]

]r1
E dr4 dr5H d~r14!d~r35!

n2
eq~r 13!

2C~r1 ,r3 ,r4 ,r5!J dn2~r45;g!1D0

]

]r2
E dr3$n2

eq~r 12!d~r13!1n3
eq~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

2n3g2
eq~r 12!g2

eq~r 23!%•
]

]r2
E dr4 dr5H d~r24!d~r35!

n2
eq~r 23!

2C~r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,r5!J dn2~r45;g!50. ~13!
ld
ting
e
o be
In Eq. ~13! dn2(r45;g) denotes the distortion of the pa
distribution,

dn2~r45;g!5n2~r45;g!2n2
eq~r 45!. ~14!

Furthermore,C denotes a higher order Ornstein–Zernic
~OZ! direct correlation function that is defined in Append
A.

IV. DECOUPLING APPROXIMATION

The equation~13! is closed but useless: in general we
not have simple reliable expressions for many-body equi
rium distributions. In order to proceed further approxim
tions are needed. In this work we propose to use a sim
-
-
le

decoupling approximation. Before formulating it we wou
like to emphasize that we are not interested in approxima
many-body equilibrium distributions in general; what w
want are simple expressions that are accurate enough t
used in Eq.~13!.

We propose to use the following approximations:

n2
eq~r 12!d~r23!1n3

eq~r1 ,r2 ,r3!2n3g2
eq~r 12!g2

eq~r 13!

'n2d~r23!1n~n2
eq~r 23!2n2!, ~15!

d~r13!d~r24!

n2
eq~r 12!

2C~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4!

'„d~r13!2nceq~r13!…„d~r24!2nceq~r24!…/n2
eq~r 34!. ~16!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In Eq. ~16! ceq is the equilibrium direct correlation
function.25

The first decoupling approximation, Eq.~15!, is quite
simple: it amounts to decoupling variablesr1 andr2. To get
the second one, Eq.~16!, we used the asymptotic form of th
higher order direct correlation functionC ~see Appendix A!.
It should be noted that approximation~16! is not symmetric:
we kept all the correlations between variablesr3 andr4. The
reason is that expression~16! is multiplied in Eq. ~13! by
dn2(r34), which is nonzero only whenr3 and r4 are corre-
lated.

Substituting~15–16! into Eq. ~13!, we get

2H ]

]r1

•v~r1!1
]

]r2

•v~r2!J n2~r12;g!1
]

]r1

•D0

]

]r1

3E dr3$d~r13!2nceq~r 13!%
dn2~r32;g!

g2
eq~r 32!

1
]

]r2

•D0

]

]r2
E dr3$d~r23!2nceq~r 23!%

dn2~r13;g!

g2
eq~r 13!

50. ~17!

Equation~17! leads to a violation of the nonoverlap~ex-
cluded volume! condition @i.e., dn2(r12) becomes nonzero
for r 12,s]. To correct for this we re-introduce a no-flu
condition and arrive at the following equation:

2H ]

]r1

•v~r1!1
]

]r2

•v~r2!J n2~r12;g!

1
]

]r1

•D0H ]

]r1

2bF~r12!J e2bV(r 12)

3E dr3$d~r13!2nceq~r 13!%
dn2~r32;g!

g2
eq~r 32!

1
]

]r2

•D0H ]

]r2

1bF~r12!J e2bV(r 12)

3E dr3$d~r23!2nceq~r 23!%
dn2~r13;g!

g2
eq~r 13!

50. ~18!

It should be noted here that the re-introduction of the no-fl
condition partially corrects the asymmetry of the decoupl
approximation.

Finally, we linearize Eq.~18! w.r.t. the shear flow and
obtain the following equation that is the main result of th
work:

]

]r1

•D0H ]

]r1

2bF~r12!J e2bV(r 12)

3E dr3$d~r13!2nceq~r 13!%
dg2~r32!

g2
eq~r 32!

1
]

]r2

•D0H ]

]r2

1bF~r12!J e2bV(r 12)
Downloaded 06 Jun 2001 to 128.32.113.135. Redistribution subject to A
x
g

3E dr3$d~r23!2nceq~r 23!%
dg2~r13!

g2
eq~r 13!

5
]

]r1

•v~r1!g2
eq~r 12!1

]

]r2

•v~r2!g2
eq~r 12!, ~19!

wheredg25dn2 /n2.Before turning to the results we woul
like to compare the form of our final equation, Eq.~19!, to
linear response equations obtained from other approac
We restrict ourselves here to theories9,10,13,15that can be eas
ily derived from the formal result~13!.

Probably the first theory of the nonequilibrium micro
structure beyond the linear response regime was develo
by Ronis;9 a closely related theory was proposed by Dhon13

In the language of this paper, Ronis’ theory, in its lineariz
version, is equivalent to the following equation for the no
equilibrium pair correlation function:

]

]r1

•D0

]

]r1
E dr3$d~r13!2nceq~r 13!%dg2~r32!

1
]

]r2

•D0

]

]r2
E dr3$d~r23!2nceq~r 23!%dg2~r13!

5
]

]r1

•v~r1!g2
eq~r 12!1

]

]r2

•v~r2!g2
eq~r 12!. ~20!

Equation~20! can be obtained from the formal result~13!
using a decoupling approximation~15! and a slightly modi-
fied approximation~16! in which the equilibrium correlation
function g2

eq is replaced by 1. It should be noted here th
Ronis’ equation leads to a violation of the excluded volum
condition:dn2(r12) becomes nonzero forr 12,s.

The Russel and Gast10 equation for the nonequilibrium
microstructure has the following form in our notation:

D0H ]

]r1

1bFmf~r12!J • ]

]r1

dg2~r12!

g2
eq~r 12!

1D0H ]

]r2

2bFmf~r12!J • ]

]r2

dg2~r12!

g2
eq~r 12!

5
]

]r1

•v~r1!ln g2
eq~r 12!1

]

]r2

•v~r2!ln g2
eq~r 12!, ~21!

where Fmf is the mean force,bFmf(r )5(]/]r )„ln g2
eq(r )….

Equation~21! can be obtained from the formal result~13! by
neglecting all the nonlocal integral terms. It is interesting
note that essentially the same procedure~neglect of the inte-
gral terms! was used in the original derivation of the Russ
and Gast theory.

Finally, one of the most successful approaches to
rheology of dense suspensions was developed by Brady
collaborators~see Ref. 15 and references therein!. In Brady’s
approach the nonequilibrium pair correlation function is d
scribed by the following equation:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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D0H ]

]r1

1bF~r12!J • ]

]r1

dg2~r12!

g2
eq~r 12!

1D0H ]

]r2

2bF~r12!J • ]

]r2

dg2~r12!

g2
eq~r 12!

52
]

]r1

•v~r1!bV~r 12!2
]

]r2

•v~r2!bV~r 12!. ~22!

Hence, Brady’s theory amounts to taking the low dens
limit of both the mean forceFmf and right-hand-side of the
Russel and Gast equation, Eq.~21!.

Theories of Wagner and Russel12 and Lionberger and
Russel16 are also implicitly based on the basic closure a
proximation~12!. However, they treat many-particle terms
a way that is completely different from the one used in t
work.

V. RESULTS

The details of the solution of Eq.~19! are presented in
Appendix B. Here we give the final result:

dg2~r !5g*
xy

r 2
f ~r !g2

eq~r !, ~23!

where

f ~r !5 f 1~r !14pnE
s

`

dr8 r 82h22~r ,r 8! f 1~r 8! ~24!

and

f 1~r !52
s3

6r 3 H 12
3

s5Es

r

dr8 r 84
„g2

eq~r 8!21…J . ~25!

Note that expressions~23!–~24! are valid for r>s. Both
dg2 and f 1 vanish forr ,s.

In Eq. ~24!, h22 is the solution of the following integra
equation:

h22~r ,r 8!5c22~r ,r 8!14pnE
s

`

dr9 r 92h22~r ,r 9!c22~r 9,r ! ,

~26!

wherec22 is a component of the equilibrium direct correl
tion function proportional to the second Legendre polyn
mial P2,

c22~r ,r 8!5~1/4p!E dr̂ ceq~ ur2r 8u!P2~ r̂•r 8̂!. ~27!

In Eq. ~27! *dr̂ denotes angular integration over the so
angle.

If the lower limit of the integration in Eq.~26! is re-
placed by 0, the resulting equation is just anl 52 component
of the standard OZ equation, and its solution is given by
following formula:

h22~r ,r 8!5~1/4p!E dr̂ h2
eq~ ur2r 8u!P2~ r̂•r 8̂!, ~28!
Downloaded 06 Jun 2001 to 128.32.113.135. Redistribution subject to A
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where h2
eq5g2

eq21. This approximateh22 was used in nu-
merical calculations. For a couple of volume fractions w
also solved the original equation~26! and checked that the
error introduced by using expression~28! was a small one
and was restricted to smallr.

In the end the only input required to evaluate~23!–~25!
is the equilibrium pair correlation functiong2

eq. In numerical
calculations we used the Verlet–Weiss modification of
Percus–Yevick hard-sphere pair distribution function.25

To compare the theoretical predictions to numerica
exact results we performed BD simulations of a system
colloidal particles interacting via repulsive screened Co
lomb interactions. A brief description of the simulations a
the mapping from the screened Coulomb to the hard-sph
potential are presented in Appendix C.

In Fig. 1 we compare theoretical predictions for the lo
shear viscosity with results of BD simulations. The quant
plotted is

Dh

hs
5 lim

g* →0

1

g*

s3

kBT

3p

2 E dr ~2xFy!dn2~r ;g!, ~29!

i.e., the contribution to the low-shear viscosity due to int
particle interactions@hs is the solvent viscosity that is relate
to the isolated particle diffusion coefficientD0 throughD0

5kBT/(3phss)].
The agreement is very good at moderate volume fr

tions, i.e., up tof'0.43. A more careful look at the dat
shows that at these volume fractions the theory slightly ov
estimates low-shear viscosity. On the other hand, at h
volume fractions,f>0.45, the theory loses its accuracy:
significantly underestimates low-shear viscosity. It should
recalled at this point that a theory for self-diffusion, that
based on a similar closure, suffers from the sa
deficiency:21 it slightly underestimates the self-diffusion co
efficient for moderate volume fractions and significan
overestimates it for high volume fractions.

In Fig. 2 we compare our predictions for the low-she
viscosity with those resulting from other approaches~note
that the LR results were obtained for a suspension interac
via a continuous repulsive potential and then mapped on
hard-sphere system; see Ref. 16 for details!. Brady’s and the
Lionberger and Russel theories give results comparabl

FIG. 1. Reduced low-shear viscosity,Dh/hs , as a function for the volumer
fraction f. Solid line: present theory; circles: Brownian Dynamics simu
tions ~see Appendix C for estimates of the error bars!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ours whereas Ronis’ approach predicts a significantly lo
viscosity. In particular, the latter leads to an incorrect lo
density limit due to the fact that it violates the exclud
volume condition.

In Fig. 3 we compare theoretical predictions for the lo
shear change of the structure factor with results of BD sim
lations for a moderate volume fraction,f50.43, and a high
one,f50.5. The quantity plotted is

S~k;g!2Seq~k!

g* ~kxky /k2!
, ~30!

whereS(k;g)511n*dr exp(2ik•r )„g(r ;g)21….
For both volume fractions there is only a qualitati

agreement between the theory and simulations: the shape

FIG. 2. Reduced low-shear viscosity,Dh/hs , as a function for the volumer
fraction f. Solid line: present theory; dotted: approach of Brady; dash
the Lionberger and Russel theory~Ref. 16!, data taken from Fig. 3 of Ref
16; dashed: Ronis’ theory~Ref. 9!.

FIG. 3. The low-shear change of the structure factor,dS(k)5„S(k)
2Seq(k)…/„g* (kxky /k2)…, as a function of the wavevector,ks. Solid line:
theory; dotted line: simulations.~a! f50.43; ~b! f50.5.
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position of the distortion are reproduced reasonably w
whereas its magnitude is underestimated. It should be n
that at the high volume fraction the theory underestimates
simulations result much more than at the moderate one.
riously, the shape of the distortion is slightly better repr
duced for a higher volume fraction.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the distortion of the pa
correlation function „g2(r ;g)2g2

eq(r )…/„g* (xy/r 2)…
5 f (r )g2

eq(r ) for three representative volume fractions. Bo
the value at contact and the amplitude of the oscillatio
decrease with a decreasing volume fraction. It should be
ticed here that the LR theory gives qualitatively similar r
sults fordg2. At f50.5 the LR theory predicts slightly les
pronounced oscillations than does the present approach

Finally, in Figs. 6 and 7 we explicitly compare our pr
dictions to those resulting from other approaches. Just
comparing the vertical scales in Fig. 3 and in Figs. 6 an
we note that none of the theories are quantitatively accu
at a higher volume fraction. Qualitatively, some theories
produce the general shape of the low-shear change of
structure factor reasonably well.

We start from theories that can be derived from the f
mal result~13!: Ronis, Russel and Gast, and Brady~Fig. 6!.
It is evident that Ronis’ theory is the most accurate one.
disadvantage is that at all shear rates it leads to vanis
distortion of the structure factor in the plane perpendicula
the flow. This is closely related to the fact that Ronis’ theo

:
FIG. 4. Low-shear distortion of the pair distribution,f (r )g2

eq(r )
5„g2(r ;g)2g2

eq(r )…/„g* (xy/r 2)…. Solid line: f50.5; dashed line:f
50.43; dotted line:f50.23.

FIG. 5. Far field low-shear distortion of the pair distribution,f (r )g2
eq(r )

5„g2(r ;g)2g2
eq(r )…/„g* (xy/r 2)…. Solid line: f50.5; dashed line:f

50.43; dotted line:f50.23.
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violates the excluded volume condition. Next, in Fig. 7 w
compare our predictions to those of the LR theory.16 While
both theories are quantitatively off, the magnitude of the d
tortion is slightly better described by our approach wher
the shape is slightly better predicted by Lionberger and R
sel.

Comparing Figs. 2 and 6–7 one notices that the accur
of the viscosity predictions is not related to the quality of t
microstructure. The viscosity is determined by the sho
range behavior of the distortion of the pair correlation fun
tion, dg2, whereas the microstructure~more precisely, the
distortion of the structure factor,dS) seems to be quite sen
sitive to the overall shape ofdg2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented here a simple yet reasonably accu
theory for the microstructure and rheology of concentra
colloidal suspensions undergoing a steady shear flow.
believe that this theory is a good starting point for the dev
opment of a comprehensive approach to the microstruc
of suspensions in high-shear flows.

An obvious point of departure for such an approach
Eq. ~18!. It should be noted here that while this equati
contains higher order shear flow effects it is derived from

FIG. 6. Low-shear change of the structure factor,dS(k)5„S(k)
2Seq(k)…/„g* (kxky /k2)…, as a function of the wavevector,ks. Solid line:
present theory; dashed: Ronis’ theory~Ref. 9!; dotted–dashed: the Russe
and Gast approximation~Ref. 10!, data taken from Fig. 12 of Ref. 16
dotted: approach of Brady, data taken from Fig. 12 of Ref. 16.

FIG. 7. Low-shear change of the structure factor,dS(k)5„S(k)
2Seq(k)…/„g* (kxky /k2)…, as a function of the wavevector,ks. Solid line:
present theory; dashed: the Lionberger and Russel theory~Ref. 16! data
taken from Fig. 12 of Ref. 16.
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linearized closure~12!. Thus Eq.~18! implicitly assumes that
while the distortion of the pair structure may be substant
the change of the three-body can be expressed in terms o
distortion in the same way as in the low-shear regime
remains to be checked whether this assumption is correc

We would like to emphasize that the higher order sh
rate effects cannot be incorporated via a power-series ex
sion in the shear rate: as shown by Ronis,9 Dhont13 and
Brady and Vicic15 the pair correlation function under she
flow is a nonanalytical function of the shear rate.

Finally, while the present theory is reasonably accur
at moderate volume fractions, it is quantitatively wrong f
high volume fractions. To address this issue we have to
vestigate the closure approximation. It can be shown that
linearized closure~12! includes only the simplest mode
coupling effects.26 To include nontrivial irreducible memory
functions one has to go beyond it. On the level of lineariz
closures this can be achieved by moving the closure to
next higher level. To this end one would have to introduc
three-body potential that would reproducen3

irr . To determine
the three-body potential one would go to the steady-s
equation forn3

irr . In this equation the four-body distribution
n4, would be divided into three parts. Next, in a new closu
approximation the part not accounted for by the two- a
three-body potentials would be neglected. Such a schem
straightforward in principle but it leads to complicated e
pressions containing many-body equilibrium distributions
remains for future work to investigate whether these expr
sions can be used as a starting point for explicit calculatio
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APPENDIX A: LINEARIZED CLOSURE
APPROXIMATION

In this appendix we discuss the linearized closure~12!
and its application in Eq.~7!. We start by writing out the
exact form of the ‘‘kernel’’ that we are interested in,

E dr3 bF~r13!S dn3~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

. ~A1!

This kernel has to be multiplied by the distortion of the p
distribution, dn2(r45;g), and integrated overr4 and r5 in
order to be substituted into Eq.~7!. In Eq. ~A1! the subscript
n1 denotes functional differentiation at constant one-parti
density.

To evaluate this kernel we start from the second eq
tion of the equilibrium BGY hierarchy for a system in exte
nal one- and two-body potentials,V1 andV2,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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H ]

]r1

2bF~r12!1b
]V1~r1!

]r1

1b
]V2~r1 ,r2!

]r1
J n2~r1 ,r2uV1 ,V2!

5E dr3 bF~r13!n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3uV1 ,V2!

2bE dr3 n3~r1 ,r2 ,r3uV1 ,V2!
]V2~r1 ,r3!

]r1

. ~A2!

The reason for introducingV1 is to enforce the condition o
constant~un-changed! one-body distribution.

Equation~A2! is functionally differentiated with respec
to the two-body distribution with the one-body distributio
kept constant. The derivative is evaluated at the external
tentials set to zero. In this way we obtain the following ide
tity:

H ]

]r1

2bF~r12!J I ~r1 ,r2ur4 ,r5!1n2
eq~r 12!

3H b
]

]r1
S dV1~r1!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

1b
]

]r1
S dV2~r1 ,r2!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

J
5E dr3 bF~r13!S dn3~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

2bE dr3 n3
eq~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

]

]r1
S dV2~r1 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

, ~A3!

where the functional identityI is defined as

I ~r1 ,r2ur4 ,r5!5
1

2
$d~r14!d~r25!1d~r15!d~r24!%. ~A4!

To eliminate the term involvingdV1 /dn2 we start from
the first equation of the equilibrium hierarchy for a system
external potentials,

H ]

]r1

1b
]V1~r1!

]r1
J n1~r1uV1 ,V2!

5E dr3 bF~r13!n2~r1 ,r3uV1 ,V2!

2bE dr3 n2~r1 ,r3uV1 ,V2!
]V2~r1 ,r3!

]r1

. ~A5!

Then we functionally differentiate Eq.~A5! with respect to
n2 with n15const and evaluate the resulting identity at ze
external potentials. In this way we obtain the following equ
tion:
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nb
]

]r1
S dV1~r1!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

5E dr3 bF~r13!I ~r1 ,r3ur4 ,r5!

2bE dr3 n2
eq~r1 ,r3!

]

]r1
S dV2~r1 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

. ~A6!

Combining Eqs.~A3! and ~A6! we obtain the following
formula for the kernel~A1!:

E dr3 bF~r13!S dn3~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

5S ]

]r1

2bF~r12!D I ~r1 ,r2ur4 ,r5!

1„n2
eq~r 12!/n…E dr3 bF~r13!I ~r1 ,r3ur4 ,r5!

1bE dr3$n2
eq~r 12!d~r23!1n3

eq~r1 ,r2 ,r3!

2n3g2
eq~r 12!g2

eq~r 13!%
]

]r1
S dV2~r1 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

. ~A7!

The derivativedV2 /dn2 is proportional to the inverse o
the irreducible part of the pair-pair correlation function th
was introduced in the context of the linear kinetic theory24

and later used, e.g., in the thermodynamic perturba
theory.27 Explicitly, following Ref. 27, we get

2bS dV2~r1 ,r3!

dn2~r4 ,r5!
D

n1

5
I ~r1 ,r3ur4 ,r5!

n2
eq~r 45!

2C~r1 ,r3 ,r4 ,r5!

~A8!

Here the functionC plays the role of the Ornstein–Zernick
direct correlation function, but on a higher~pair–pair! level.
This function can written in the following form:

C~r1 ,r3 ,r4 ,r5!5 1
2@11 P̂~45!#$n21ceq~r 14!d~r35!

1n21d~r14!c
eq~r 35!2ceq~r 14!c

eq~r 35!%

1C22~r1 ,r3 ,r4 ,r5!, ~A9!

where the operatorP̂(45) permutes the variablesr4 and r5.
It can be shown that the functionC22 is the only term on the
rhs of Eq.~A9! which has a group property. Note that o
normalization for the higher order Ornstein–Zernicke fun
tion C is different from that used in Ref. 27.

Combining~A7! with ~A8! and using the result in Eqs
~12! and, subsequently~7!, we obtain Eq.~13!. We should
remark at this point that, in addition, the equation for t
one-particle distribution of a sheared suspension has to
used.
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APPENDIX B: SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION
EQUATION

In this appendix we derive solution~23! of Eq. ~19!. This
equation is, essentially, a two-body diffusion equation for
function f̃ 1 defined as

f̃ 1~r !5E
out

dr 8$d~r2r 8!2nceq~ ur2r 8u!%
dg2~r 8!

g2
eq~r 8!)

,

~B1!

where*out denotes integration ‘‘outside the core,’’ i.e., ov
r 8 such thatr 8>1. In terms off̃ 1, Eq. ~19! reads as

2D0

]2

]r2
f̃ 1~r !5g

xy

r 2
r

dg2
eq~r !

dr
, for r .s, ~B2!

with the boundary condition~i.e., the no-flux condition!

r̂•2D0

]

]r
f̃ 1~r !5g

xy

r 2
rg2

eq~r !, at r 5s, ~B3!

where r̂5r /r .
To proceed we first solve Eq.~B2! disregarding the

boundary condition. In this way we obtain

f̃ 1
in~r !5

g*

10

xy

r 2

s3

r 3 H g2
eq~s!21

1
5

s5Es

r

dr8 r 84~g2
eq~r 8!21!J . ~B4!

To take care of the boundary condition~B3! we add to this
expression a function that satisfies a homogeneous diffu
equation forr .0 and has a proper symmetry,

f̃ 1
h~r !5g* a

xy

r 2

s3

r 3
, ~B5!

where the coefficienta is adjusted to satisfy~B3!. In this
way we obtain

f̃ 1~r !52g*
xy

r 2

s3

6r 3 H 12
3

s5Es

r

dr8 r 84~g2
eq~r 8!21!J

5g*
xy

r 2
f 1~r !, ~B6!

where the second equality defines a new functionf 1.
To obtaindg2(r ) we now have to invert relation~B1!.

This is facilitated by the symmetry of the kerneld2nceq that
allows us to perform angular integrations explicitly. On t
other hand, the inversion is impeded by the fact that it ha
be performed within the space of functions defined ‘‘outs
the core,’’ i.e., for r>s. It can be checked that the fina
result has the following form:
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dg2~r !5g*
xy

r 2
g2

eq~r !H f 1~r !

14pnE
s

`

dr8 r 82h22~r ,r 8! f 1~r 8!J , ~B7!

whereh22 satisfies Eq.~26!.

APPENDIX C: BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

A detailed description of the BD simulations will b
published separately.28 Here we just give the essential info
mation related to the comparison between our theory and
simulations.

We performed a number of BD simulations of 137
spherical colloidal particles. We used the screened Coulo
interaction potential,

V~r !5A
exp„2k~r 2sBD!…

r
, ~C1!

with A5475kBTsBD and ksBD524. Note that the param
eters were chosen in such a way that our highest volu
fraction point reproduces the state point used by Ras
et al.8 The cutoff distance was 2.5sBD , and the time step
was 1024tBD , wheretBD5sBD

2 /D0,BD.
We simulated systems at dimensionless densities,nsBD

3 ,
equal to 0.51, 0.408, 0.306, and 0.204. At each density
first simulated an equilibrium suspension and then procee
to investigate the influence of the flow. We used four diffe
ent dimensionless shear rates,g* , equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and
1. Comparing results obtained at these shear rates we
show28 that even at the highest volume fraction the syst
approaches the low-shear regime atg* 50.1 ~at lower vol-
ume fractions the linear regime is considerably broader!. The
major problem was to obtain statistically accurate data
lower densities and shear rates. To this end we perform
very long runs, up to 20tBD at the lowest density andg*
50.1.

During equilibrium simulations we monitored, amon
other quantities, the structure factor. We compared meas
structure factors with those predicted for hard-sphere sus
sions by the Verlet–Weiss modification of the Percu
Yevick expression.25 In this way we determined that th
above mentioned densities correspond to the following eff
tive hard-sphere volume fractions: 0.50, 0.43, 0.32, and 0
In addition, we got a relation betweensBD and the effective
hard-sphere diameters.

During nonequilibrium runs we monitored, among oth
quantities, interaction contribution to the stress and thexy
component of the pair distribution. To evaluate these qu
tities we used the procedure outlined in Ref. 8@see Eqs.~8!
and ~17! therein#. From the stress we obtained shear-ra
dependent viscosity whereas from thexy component of the
pair distribution we got the distortion of the structure facto

To calculate the limiting low-shear viscosity we fo
lowed Ref. 8 and extrapolated shear-dependent viscosit
zero shear rate. For dimensionless densities,nsBD

3 , equal to
0.51, 0.408, 0.306, and 0.204 we obtained dimension
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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low-shear viscosities,Dh/hs , equal to 13.261.2, 1.662
60.062, 0.46860.028, and 0.14260.023, respectively.

To calculate the distortion of the structure factor an e
trapolation of ther-space pair distribution to larger distanc
is required in order to get reasonable results for smallek
values. This extrapolation has little influence on the struct
factor aboveks56. Note that unlike the low-shear visco
ity, the structure factor distortion presented in this work h
not been extrapolated to the zero shear rate.
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